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Abstract—QoS routing is an important component of Traffic
Engineering in networks that provide QoS guarantees. QoS
routing is dependent on the link state information which is
typically flooded across the network. This affects both the quality
of the routing and the utilization of the network resources. In
this paper, we examine establishing QoS routes with partial state
updates in wired sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ethernet and ATM-based video surveillance network (VSN)

using intelligent cameras connected to PC-class devices [1][2]

is an example of a popular and practical resource-rich sen-

sor network. Such resource intensive applications have strict

specifications on delay, delay jitter (or delay variation) and

loss guarantees. It is therefore very important to design a

network that provides end-to-end QoS guarantees. A sensor

network application can be abstracted in terms of a data

flow computational model. A flow in this model corresponds

to a stream in that it is either potentially unbounded or,

more typically, has a long life. While an application can be

architected in many different ways, we are interested in a

distributed architecture where the source and destination of a

flow are mapped on to different network nodes. Thus without

loss of generality, we can state that the problem of providing

network QoS reduces to the problem of providing QoS for

point-to-point per-application flow.

The delay of a flow is affected by many aspects of the net-

work, for example queueing discipline and packet scheduling.

However, in this paper, we focus only on routing. There are

two types of packet switched networks: datagram networks and

virtual circuit networks. In a connectionless datagram network,

packets are forwarded along the shortest path to the destina-

tion. This approach is good only for best-effort sessions. For

sessions with QoS guarantees, packets are forwarded along

the path that has adequate bandwidth to support the QoS

requirement. QoS routing is a special case of constraint based

routing (CBR) in which computing optimal routes subject

to constraints of two or more additive and/or multiplicative

constraints is NP-complete [20]. Since calculating routes is

computationally expensive, it is cost-effective to make routing

decisions at the timescale of flows for long running sensornet

applications.

Computing the path can be considered as the static aspect

of QoS routing. The dynamic aspect (update strategy) deals

with collecting network wide link state information to aid the

routing algorithm. The current approach is to flood the network

with updated link information. Flooding has three drawbacks;

one, it is expensive; two, determining when to flood since

there is clearly a tradeoff between the frequency of flooding

and the accuracy of link state information; three, ensuring the

convergence time of flooding is less than the rate at which

link state changes.

Given the above scenario, we are now faced with a dilemma.

On one hand we have shortest path routing that comes with

minimal overhead but provides no QoS guarantees. On the

other hand we have QoS routing that provides the requisite

guarantees but comes with a high overhead of update strategy

which in turn could affect the utilization of the network. What

is required is a strategy that provides QoS guarantees, uses

little overhead and provides high network utilization. In this

paper we propose a strategy to do just that.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present

related work. In Sections III and IV, we present our system

model and technical approach. Section V provides results and

we conclude in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Designing a network to support QoS is thus very important

and has been long recognized in the networking community. In

the recent past several contributions have been made to support

QoS in packet-switched networks. Notable among them are

the Integrated Services/RSVP model [3][4], the Differentiated
Services model [5][6], MPLS [7], Traffic Engineering (TE)

[8] and Constraint Based Routing (CBR)[9]. QoS routing is a

kind of CBR which depends upon the state of all links in the

entire network and is maintained at the router’s global link

state database (GLSDB). A router also maintains the state

of its own links in the local link state database (LLSDB).

Occasionally, a router will flood the network with its LLSDB

when there is a change in its link state. Each router, on

receiving the LLDSB, will update its GLSDB. Reducing

these link state update (LSU) messages affect the quality of

routing decisions. Excessive LSU messages in turn affect the

performance of routers [11]. This problem with QoS routing
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can be characterized by a trade-off between the accuracy of

constraint information and the overhead of exchanging LSU

messages [12].

Several update algorithms have been proposed in literature.

In the period based (PB) LSU algorithm [13], routers peri-

odically transmit topology and link state information. In the

threshold based (TB) LSU algorithm [13], routers generate

LSU messages when the link state variation is larger than a

specified threshold value (th). For router i, let bwo
i and bwc

i be

the link state information previously advertised and currently

measured respectively. Router i transmits LSU messages when

|bwo
i − bwc

i |/bwc
i > th. In the equal class based (ECB)

LSU algorithm [14] and the unequal class based (UCB) LSU

algorithm [14], a link’s capacity is partitioned into classes.

When the available bandwidth of a link is changed from

one class to another, the corresponding router transmits LSU

messages. The dynamic threshold based (DTB) algorithm [15]

uses a threshold value that varies with the number of update

messages generated during a fixed duration (T). The threshold

value used in the kth duration, thk is determined as:

thk =
{

thk−1 + �th, if R̃k ≤ R0,

thk−1 −�th, if R̃k > R0

where thk is the threshold value used in the kth duration,

R0 is the target update rate, and R̃k is the update rate during

the last T. R̃k can be obtained as

R̃k = (nk·T ) − (n(k−1)·T )/T

where (nk.T ) denotes the total number of LSU messages

received up to the kth T.

To adaptively reflect link state information, the second

moment based (SB) LSU algorithm [13] introduces a stability

function of two parameters; the expectation μ and the variance

σ2 of the traffic rate on a link. If the value of the stability

function is equal to or greater than a specified value of th,

LSU messages are transmitted. In the simple adaptive (SA)

LSU algorithm [16], if the variation of the used bandwidth

per connection is equal to or greater than the mean available

bandwidth per connection expected at the instant of the next

link state update, LSU messages are transmitted. The enhanced

simple adaptive (ESA) LSU algorithm [17] introduces a new

parameter as an impact factor to represent the effect of the

connection under consideration on the entire network. Each

router locally maintains the path lengths of all connections

on a link, represented by H(t), and the maximum value of the

path length among them, represented by HMAX (t). The impact

factor ˜I(t) is defined as:

˜I(t) =
H(t)

HMAX(t)

Let Bn be the available bandwidth on a link stored in the

GLSDB, ˜B(t) be the current available bandwidth on the link

and Ñ(t) be the number of serving connections through the

link immediately prior to making the decision to transmit LSU

messages. Routers transmit LSU messages if the following

condition is satisfied:

|Bn − ˜B(t)| ≥
˜B(t)

Ñ(t)
.

1
˜I(t)

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Instead of using a particular network as a model, we con-

sider a network with arbitrary topologies and heterogeneous

link capacity. Each link in the network has a fixed propagation

delay, which is determined by the physical distance between

the nodes. Transmission delay is dependent on the current

capacity of the link. Queueing delay depends on the network

load and the burstiness of the traffic source and the service

disciplines employed in the network. A flow refers to a se-

quence of packets from a source to a destination and belonging

to an application (session). A network flow maps to the

corresponding data flow in the application’s model. Thus flows

between identical nodes and containing exactly the same data

but belonging to different applications are considered different

from each other. Before a sender sends data, it requests the

network to reserve a path which guarantees the required

bandwidth. If the network is able to satisfy the request, a

connection is set up between the source and destination along

the path selected by QoS routing. Every router along the

path provides this QoS guarantee. A confirmation message

is sent along the reverse path from destination to source.

Upon completion of data transfer, the source sends an explicit

connection tear down message. This is conceptually similar to

setting up a hard-state virtual circuit as in an ATM network.

Any protocol, for example RSVP, can be used to set up the

connection. In this paper, we discuss only the route selection

mechanism.

IV. TECHNICAL APPROACH

QoS routing depends upon the expensive collection of

network wide LSU messages. All existing work follows the

principle that at any given time all nodes in the network

must have the same view of the entire network. This is why

updates are flooded across the network. Accordingly, different

approaches try to reduce the cost by reducing the frequency
of updates without adversely affecting the effectiveness of the

routing. However, cost can also be reduced by limiting the

size of the flooding area. Existing approaches optimize the

frequency. In this work, we will try to reduce the size of the

flooding zone.

Identifying which subset of the nodes should receive the

LSU messages is very difficult. If a network knew about future

traffic, then it could restrict the flood region to the vicinity of

the path of future sessions. Obviously, this is impossible in

practical scenarios. The naive approach would be to randomly

choose a subset of arbitrary size. However, this will make

the impact of updates on routing decisions - well, random!

Recall that establishing a session involves exchange of control

information related to connection set up and tear down. This

provides an opportunity to piggyback LSU messages with

control messages so that nodes along the path of this session

can learn about the link states of each other. Over a period of
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time, with an even distribution of traffic, a node will eventually

learn the state of the entire network which can be helpful in

making decisions for future traffic. The best part is that this

knowledge is free of cost! The downside of this is that the

knowledge can become very stale if there is infrequent traffic

to certain parts of the network. Thus all links of a downstream

node might be saturated which an upstream node might not

be aware of. To counter this, we propose searching for an

alternate route starting at the node immediately preceding the

saturated node and ending at the destination.

TABLE I
CONTROL PACKET

Fields
type Request Confirm Tear
flow id

√ √ √
accepted

√
src path

√
link state <nbr id, residual bw>

√ √ √

Our approach is a classic tradeoff between computation

and communication. Both computation of QoS routes and

communication of LSU messages are expensive. At one end

of the spectrum a solution could be to constantly flood LSU

messages and compute the route once at the source. Practically

this is impossible if the rate of change of traffic exceeds the

rate of convergence of flooding traffic. At the other end, we

could completely eliminate update messages and establish a

route by doing a depth-first search of the entire network and in

the process execute the routing algorithm at each hop. Instead

we take a middle approach. We don’t completely eliminate the

update messages but make them free of cost. We use source

routing whenever we can. When a path cannot be established

because the stale information at the source brings us to a

saturated node, we adapt to the situation by recomputing the

route from that point onwards. Based on this intuition, our

strategy is as follows.

Every router has its own GLSDB. At network initiation,

the GLSDB has a pristine picture of the entire network. We

assume all flows have unique identifiers which we refer to as

the fid. When a edge (or first hop) router receives a connection

request for a flow, it executes a shortest distance algorithm [21]

using state information from its GLSDB. The shortest distance

of a k-hop path P is defined as:

dist(P) =
k∑

i=1

1
rn
i

where r1, · · · , rk are the max-min fair rates of links on the

path P with k hops.

The entire route is computed at the source, and is included in

the connection request packet. At each hop, a router executes

an admission control policy where it checks if there is enough

resources, in our case bandwidth, to support the given flow. If

the flow is admitted, the requested bandwidth is set aside and

the router’s GLSDB and LLSDB are updated. If not, the router

clears the rest of the path in the packet’s source route. It then

G1

G2

G3

High Speed
Medium Speed
Low Speed

Fig. 1. Topologies used in simulation

executes a shortest distance algorithm using its GLSDB to find

a new path from itself to the destination. If found, then this

new path is appended to the source route and the connection

request is forwarded along this new path. If not found, then

the router sends the request back to the immediately preceding

hop on the source-computed route of the flow. Thus route

computation is limited to the source and only the intermediate

nodes along the source-computed path that cannot admit the

flow. If the connection request reaches the destination, then

a positive confirmation is sent back to the source. If instead,

the request reaches the source, the flow is considered to be

blocked and not serviceable by the network. In addition to

the source, destination, fid and the source route, a request

packet also contains a list of nodes that have already been

visited to prevent routing loops. Each router maintains a flow-

switching table (FST) which records the downstream router

corresponding to a given flow. An entry is made in this table

when a router receives a confirmation from its downstream

peer. Once a source receives the confirmation, it starts sending

data packets. The data packets have the fid instead of the

destination address. Forwarding at each hop is done simply

by looking up the FST. In the end, a tear down message is

sent by the sender. All intermediate routers respond to this by

updating their GLSDB and LLSD.

Each request, confirmation and tear down message also

performs the duty of an LSU message. Specifically, when

a router receives any of the above messages, it includes its

LLSDB information in the packet. Recall that the LLSDB

of a router has the data corresponding to its links only. At

the same time, the router also updates its GLSDB with the

link state information contained in the packets. If a router

sees the same message more than once, for example during

backtracking in connection setup, it simply updates its LLSDB

information which should already be in the packet. Note that

LSU messages are not piggybacked on data packets.
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V. EVALUATION

We use a two level event-driven simulation. At the session

level, the simulator generates new sessions and selects routes.

At the packet level, it manages control signals like connection

setup and teardown, applies admission control, makes reser-

vation and distributes link state information. Control packets

are processed with highest priority so the associated delay

is mainly processing delay and propagation delay. To reflect

signaling delay we use connection set up and tear down costs

of 3 ms/hop and 1 ms/hop, respectively, while the routing

cost is 10 ms [21]. For all LSU algorithms that use network

flooding, the simulator uses a simple strategy. Upon receiving

an LSU message, a node updates its database and forwards the

information to all its neighbors, except the one from which the

update was received. Duplicate messages are discarded. We

use three topologies as shown in Figure 1. Links can have a

capacity of 1 Gbps (high speed), 500 Mbps (medium speed) or

100 Mbps (low speed). In each of the topologies, 5 to 8 host

nodes are attached to each network node. The host nodes are

connected with links that have capacities of either 30 Mbps

or 10 Mbps.

Sessions arrive according to a Poisson distribution. We

consider sessions requiring either audio or video data. The

traffic source specifies a leaky bucket 〈σ, b 〉, where σ is the

token rate and b is the bucket size. The token rate determines

the minimum amount of bandwidth that has to be reserved

and the bucket size restricts the burst size of the traffic that

is allowed to enter the network. The token rate is randomly

chosen from one of the following four values: 20 Mbps

that represents a single channel of High Definition resolution

MPEG2 [18] encoded video, 3 Mbps that represents a PAL

or NTSC-equivalent Standard Definition video, 6 Mbps that

represents a multichannel DolbyDigital ‘AC-3’ audio with

a maximum 13.1 channels [19] and 128 Kbps that repre-

sents a audio channel encoded with Advanced Audio Coding

format. The maximal bucket size is uniformly distributed

over one of the two intervals: [4KB,8KB] and [16KB,20KB]

corresponding to streams compressed by different encoders.

Exponential holding time distribution is used in most studies

while others assume that sessions last forever [23][24]. We use

the lognormal distribution model suggested in [25].

Metrics: The blocking rate [24] is the fraction of the ses-

sions that are rejected since no path with sufficient resources

can be found. The bandwidth blocking rate [21] is the

fraction of the bandwidth that is refused a connection. The

efficiency of the update strategy is the blocking rate per unit

LSU message. The number of update messages is counted

across the entire network and until the simulation ends when

the last connection is completely torn down. The average
throughput takes the weighted harmonic mean of the average

per-session throughput[22], using the message length as the

weight:

average throughput =
∑

i∈N bi∑
i∈N ti

where N is the total number of sessions in the network, bi

represents the number of bytes sent over connection i and ti
its duration.

We compare our approach using partial link state updates

(PSU) to strategies using PB, TB, DTB and ESA approaches.

All use shortest distance source routing. The X-axis in all

graphs represent the average traffic that is entering the network

at each network node (or router). From the graphs, it can

be seen that our approach performs comparably well (within

8%) in terms of blocking rate, bandwidth blocking rate and

network throughput across all the topologies. them is similar:

blocking factor increases while throughput decreases with

increase in traffic. The distinct advantage is in the remarkable

increase in efficiency of our approach. We get similar degree of

performance at a fraction of the cost of the other approaches.

Consistently across all topologies, our approach is better by

at least three orders of magnitude (1000%).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a routing strategy that provides

QoS guarantees, uses little overhead and provides high net-

work utilization. Instead of using network wide flooding, we

update only a part of the network with link state information.

Simulation studies done over a different topologies and with

realistic traffic models show that our approach is as good as

any existing approach with an order of magnitude decrease in

update cost.
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